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The discovery of a new bat species on St. Vincent Island in the
Caribbean is exciting news, but it also reminds us of how much work
remains to be done in the world of bat research, education and con-
servation.
Biologists Peter Larsen and Lizette Siles of Texas Tech University

announced the discovery of Micronycteris garifuna – named for the
Garifuna people of the Lesser Antilles – in the online journal Mam-
malian Biology. The insect-eating bat roosts in caves, trees and logs,
and is a “gleaner,” meaning it snatches its prey off objects (e.g., trees
and cave walls) rather than on the wing, as most insectivorous bats

do. The scientists believe this
species exists only on St. Vin-
cent and evolved there from
ancestors marooned during the
Pleistocene Age, less than one
million years ago (which
makes it quite new compared
to the Order Chiroptera as a
whole, which dates back about
53 million years). 
Unfortunately, some news

reports of this thrilling scien-
tific discovery described the

bat as “hideous” and “ugly.”  Even an online comment allegedly de-
fending the bat claimed it is “no uglier than any other bat.” 
Such weak praise underscores the public’s persistent negative per-

ceptions of bats and the need for all of us who care about bats to re-
double our efforts on bat education and outreach. BCI is doing just
that with an expanded education team and a renewed commitment
to teaching others about the benefits of bats. We believe education
is the key to creating the conservation ethic that is essential to pro-
tecting bats around the world.
One of our education team’s first efforts is to re-engage BCI

members and others interested in volunteering for bats. We are de-
veloping new outreach materials and conducting our first docent
training in June. BCI docents will serve many roles, from talking to
the tens of thousands of visitors who flock to the Congress Avenue
Bridge each summer to marvel at Austin’s famous bridge bats, to vis-
iting schools, nature centers, libraries and other venues around the
country to give talks on bats. This expanded outreach will enable us
to reach countless more individuals with key messages about bats and
their essential roles in nature. We hope there’s enough interest in vol-
unteering for bats and BCI to make this June training session the
first of many.
We are also expanding our popular hands-on workshops for

wildlife professionals in the United States
and abroad, adding workshops on Ad-
vanced Capture Techniques, Cave and
Mine Gating and Excluding Bats to our
current Acoustic Monitoring and Bat Con-
servation and Management sessions. Many
of today’s leaders in bat conservation and
research are graduates of BCI field work-
shops (including me). We have taught
these field skills to some 1,500 participants
from throughout the U.S., Canada and 21
other nations. Additional workshops will translate into more profes-
sionals trained in bat-research techniques, species identification, habi-
tat assessment and conservation management. 
We are also expanding our Urban Bat Program, which educates

people on how to humanely evict bats from homes and buildings, as
well as how to attract bats to bat houses and other artificial roosts. 
BCI staff, meanwhile, are busy planning events and celebrations

for the International Year of the Bat, as designated by the United Na-
tions Environment Program. BCI is a key partner in this important
global conservation initiative, which celebrates the value, diversity
and vulnerability of the world’s bat species. The Year of the Bat is an
incredible opportunity for BCI and our many partners to publicize
global programs and conservation projects that protect bats and their
habitats. Through education and outreach activities around the
world, BCI and our partners plan to increase awareness of bats and
their ecological and economic importance, as well as the urgent need
for their conservation.
We now have more ammunition in our battle to prove the value

of bats. In the April edition of the prestigious journal Science, scien-
tists, including BCI Board Member Dr. Gary McCracken and BCI
Science Advisor Dr. Tom Kunz, published research results on the
value of bats’ ecosystem services to the U.S. agricultural industry.
Their key finding – that bats save farmers between $3.7 billion and
$54 billion a year in reduced pesticide use and fewer crop losses – is
catching the attention of lawmakers as we continue to push for fed-
eral funds to combat White-nose Syndrome. 
We all share the goal of helping more people discover the beauty

and benefits of healthy bat populations. International Year of the Bat
events will allow us to take education and outreach to new levels.
Personally, I think Micronycteris garifuna is adorable. But then again,
I was accused in a newspaper story of “evangelizing” about bats. Let’s
all evangelize a little bit in the coming year to create positive news
about bats. Who knows, maybe the next bat discovery will produce
a headline that reads: “Cute new bat found.”
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COVER PHOTO: Red bats like this one are drawn to the welcoming habitat of
Texas pecan orchards, where they hunt some of the most damaging insect pests
of this important commercial crop. See page 2.
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ommercial pecan orchards sprawl across some 240,000 acres (97,000 hectares) of Texas, transforming vast stretches
of natural woodlands. Conservation studies usually portray fragmented agricultural landscapes as damaging to
wildlife populations. But preliminary results from my three years of research paint a different picture, at least in
central Texas. I found greater activity and diversity of bats within pecan orchards than in the adjacent natural land-
scape of mesquite and juniper woodlands, suggesting that this agriculture can provide important habitat for bats.
The results, which hold for both conventional and organic orchards,

also suggest that thoughtful orchard management can probably increase
bat activity – with payoffs in natural pest control. Through this research,
my colleagues and I have proven that these bat are hunters of night-flying
pecan nut casebearer moths, one of the most devastating pests of pecan
nuts in the United States and Mexico.
The ultimate objective of this study, which was supported by BCI

Student Research Scholarships, is to produce a predictive model to esti-
mate the economic benefits of bats within pecan woodlands based on a
variety of ecological factors. Much more analysis is required, however,
before that will be available. Specific economic benefits should provide
a powerful tool for encouraging landowners to incorporate the needs of
bats into land-management decisions. And the support of farmers is cru-
cial as bats increasingly adapt to life in landscapes dominated by humans.
Pecans are grown commercially in 14 states, and the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture estimates the value of the 2010 crop at $556 mil-
lion. This research was conducted in the orchards and surrounding
natural landscapes of San Saba County in the Hill Country of central
Texas. The county bills itself as the Pecan Capital of the World and is
home to hundreds of orchards.
My study sites included: three “organic native orchards” with lightly

Field assistant Luyi Zheng sets up thermal-imaging equip-
ment outside a cave. The cameras were used to document
bat-colony roosting patterns in relation to the emergence
periods of insect pests.

Pecan orchards offer attractive roosts and foraging habitat
for species such as this evening bat, which is among those
that hunt down expensive insect pests of pecans. 
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These pecan nutlets growing at a Texas orchard face a host of destructive pests before
they’re ready for market. The interior of this pecan (inset) has been damaged by pecan
nut casebearer larvae, one of which is visible inside the nut.

managed native pecan trees, no pesticide use and native grasses;
five “conventional orchards” with pesticide use, fertilization,
heavy tillage, tree cropping and flood irrigation; and three
“mesquite/juniper woodlands,” unmanaged areas of mesquite,
Ashe juniper, American elm and a shrub-grass understory.
Pecan nut casebearer (PNC) moths are remarkably destruc-

tive pests that depend entirely on pecans. The moths, active at
night, lay their eggs on nut clusters. The larvae feed on the buds,
then invade the developing nuts by cutting a hole in the base.
As many as four generations of larvae may cause severe, cumu-
lative damage during the growing season.
Controlling PNC typically involves the application of vari-

ous pesticides. Some Texas pecan growers, however, have re-
ported anecdotal evidence that bats may suppress PNC moths.
Our study is the first to investigate this claim.
Through dietary analyses conducted in conjunction with the

University of Tennessee (see “Pests on the Menu for Bat-house
Bats,” page 5), we have confirmed that five species of bats in
our study sites consume PNC moths to varying degrees: eastern
red bats (Lasiurus borealis), cave myotis (Myotis velifer), Mexican
free-tailed bats (Tadarida brasiliensis), evening bats (Nycticeius
humeralis) and tri-colored bats (Perimyotis subflavus). We also
captured silver-haired bats (Lasionycteris noctivagans) and hoary

bats (Lasiurus cinereus) in the orchards, but we were unable to
collect guano samples from those individuals, so we don’t know
if they, too, consume PNC moths.
Our finding that multiple bat species consume these moths

at different times throughout the season demonstrates the im-
portance of maintaining species diversity. 
The first two years of field studies indicate greater activity

and diversity of bats within pecan orchards, but also suggest
that orchard management can affect how each of these species
uses the orchard habitat.
Evening bats, for example, were captured more frequently

in native organic orchards than in conventional orchards, per-
haps because their larger and more mature pecan trees serve as
roosting sites for this cavity-roosting species. Female evening
bats were captured in greatest numbers during their reproduc-
tive period in May and early June. They may depend on the
mature orchards for roosts during periods of pregnancy and lac-
tation, when their energy demands are greatest.
Red bats, meanwhile, were captured most frequently in con-

ventional orchards, possibly because this foliage-roosting species
favors an abundance of leafy, mid- to low-hanging branches.
Factors other than roosting sites also likely help determine

where bats feed. Understanding the foraging and roosting ecology

PHOTOS  COURTESY  OF  EL IZABETH  BRAUN  DE  TORREZ
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of bat species in this pecan agroecosystem will provide important
clues about their role and impact as predators of pecan pests.
The latest phase of my study examines variations of bats’

foraging and roosting behavior during PNC emergences. Using
acoustic monitoring (bat detectors), thermal-imaging cameras
and radiotelemetry, I am evaluating the influence of such factors
as microclimate, vegetative characteristics and insect availability
on bat activity and roosting ecology. 
We used bat detectors and recording units mounted on 12-

foot (4-meter) poles to assess bat activity in each site. In 2010
alone, we recorded 459,119 files containing bat calls. Analysis
continues, but the average number of bat files per night varied
sharply, with the lowest (117) recorded in a mesquite-juniper
site and the highest (1,309) near a bat house in an organic or-
chard. Preliminary results indicate consistently greater bat ac-
tivity in pecan orchards than in the woodlands.
The study sites include an organic orchard with three artifi-

cial roosts that had been previously installed by the owner. Only
one of the bat houses maintained a consistent bat colony, so we
focused on that roost for three years. The bat house primarily
hosted male Mexican free-tailed bats. Weekly counts showed
colony size ranging from about 220 to 2,400 bats. Pecan nut
casebearer activity, measured with pheromone insect traps, also
varied throughout the season.
But, contrary to our expectations, statistical analyses of bat

and PNC activity revealed no positive relationship – and, in
fact, hinted at a borderline negative relationship. Outside tem-
peratures most strongly correlated to colony size, with the pop-
ulation decreasing as daily temperature increased. This suggests
that weather may be more important in explaining the roosting
ecology of these bats than the availability of a single prey species.
We also radiotagged and tracked 25 evening bats and 7 east-

ern red bats to a combined total of 75 roost trees. We focused
on the roosting and foraging behavior of these two species based
on our confirmation of PNC in their diets and of their appar-
ently close association with pecan orchards.
Both species roosted primarily in pecan trees (68 percent of

evening bats and 94 percent of red bats) in both organic and

conventional orchards, but they were also found occasionally in
other local tree species and in one bat house.
Evening bats were confirmed roosting in abandoned wood-

pecker holes, in cavities formed from split branches and under
loose bark of old pecan trees. Their colonies ranged from one
to 101 individuals. Eastern red bats always roosted in foliage,
hanging from the stalks of leaves. They roosted alone or in fam-
ily groups of up to four individuals. Red bats never roosted in
the same tree on consecutive days.
As I complete my evaluation of factors that influence habitat

selection by bats, the data should offer critical guidance in mak-
ing sound management and conservation decisions. My results
will also provide potential strategies that landowners can use to
attract and maintain bats in their orchards. 
Bat houses can provide roosting opportunities for Mexican

freetails, cave myotis and, to a lesser extent, evening bats. But
species such as evening, red, hoary, silver-haired and tri-colored
bats, which depend heavily or entirely upon tree cavities and
foliage for roosting, could be attracted instead by changes in
woodland structure and microclimate. 
Throughout this study, I periodically presented my work

and preliminary results to pecan growers at a variety of gather-
ings in Texas. The growers have been very interested in the proj-
ect and had many questions about bat-house design and other
ways to attract bats to their orchards. I’ve also been collaborating
with Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service entomologist Bill
Ree to integrate my results into the state’s Integrated Pest Man-
agement program for pecans.
Proving the economic benefits of bats will go a long way to-

ward encouraging farmers to maintain habitat that supports
these valuable animals. And it offers a creative, effective working
relationship with a sector of the society that is sometimes resist-
ant to conservation efforts.

ELIZABETH BRAUN DE TORREZ is a Ph.D. candidate at
Boston University in the Department of Biology. Originally from
Oregon, she received her Bachelor degree from Purdue University,
followed by two years in the Peace Corps in Bolivia.

This hoary bat (left) was among bats of seven species captured in commercial pecan orchards in San
Saba County, Texas. Elizabeth Braun de Torrez (right) sorts insects collected in the orchards.

PHOTOS  COURTESY  OF  EL IZABETH  BRAUN  DE  TORREZ
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PESTS ON THE MENU FOR BAT-HOUSE BATS
by Veronica Brown

American farmers produced about $560 million worth of
pecans last year. To secure that harvest, they had to deal with

a rogues’ gallery of damaging insects that attack pecan trees or
their nuts. That typically means chemical insecticides, which levy
both direct economic costs to farmers, and indirect costs to the
environment and public health. 
Pest-control strategies, however, are moving to “integrated pest

management,” which combines biological and chemical controls.
Some organic farmers, who rely entirely on nonchemical meth-
ods, use bat houses to attract bats to their farms. Bats are well
known as predators of many night-flying insects, but my study,
supported by a BCI Student Research Scholarship, is the first to
document the diet of bats in pecan orchards.
Using sophisticated techniques to analyze DNA found in

guano from beneath bat houses at an organic pecan orchard in
Georgia and another in Texas, I have confirmed that bat-house
bats are consuming some of the most destructive pests of pecans.
Attracting them may very well enhance natural pest control.
Pebble Hill Grove, a 27-acre (11-hectare) orchard in Quit-

man, Georgia, installed bat houses in 1996. Some 3,500 bats,
mostly Mexican free-tailed bats (Tadarida brasiliensis) and evening
bats (Nycticeius humeralis), roost in those houses. King’s Crossing,
a 100-acre (40 hectare) orchard in San Saba, Texas, has about
1,500 bats, primarily Mexican freetails, evening bats and some
cave myotis (Myotis velifer) using bat houses installed in 2003.
Both orchards report reduced insect damage since bats began

moving into the houses. Pecan nut casebearers, hickory shuck-
worms and several stinkbug species are among the most damaging
pests in pecan orchards. 
Predator-prey relationships can be challenging to document

in these fast-flying animals that hunt mostly in darkness. Re-
searchers traditionally tried to determine bat diets by dissecting
guano pellets under a microscope to find insect fragments. But
with small, soft insects such as moths, the surviving bits and pieces
are hard to identify in detail. Current genetic techniques, however,
permit relatively rapid and inexpensive analyses of feces that can
identify prey species with much greater detail and confidence.
This study used quantitative polymerase chain reaction, a

highly sensitive method of amplifying a specific insect DNA se-
quence from within a sample of DNA, as from a guano pellet.
This technique was developed in the lab of Gary McCracken of
the University of Tennessee, a BCI Science Advisor, to document
consumption of corn earworm moths by Mexican free-tailed bats.
We collected guano in cups attached to boards beneath the

bat houses during summer 2008 and in May 2009. DNA was
extracted from one guano pellet in each collection cup.
To document patterns of insect abundances and obtain insect

tissue for our genetic analysis, we used scent-based lures with
sticky and black-light traps to collect pecan pests, as well as corn
earworm moths, which are not known to attack pecans but are

one of the most destructive pests of many crops throughout the
world. I extracted DNA from these insects and prepared identi-
fying segments, called primers, for each target species. 
The vast majority of bat-house bats at both sites were Mexican

freetails. We confirmed that pecan nut casebearer and hickory
shuckworm moths were consumed by freetails and evening bats,
although the frequency of consumption appeared to be quite low
(sometimes less than 2 percent). We also documented corn ear-
worm moth DNA in the feces of freetails and evening bats. 
I used direct sequencing of insect fragments, another method

shown to identify prey in bat guano, to document the consump-
tion of southern green stinkbugs by bats in the Georgia orchard.
This study verifies that bats are indeed consuming pests of

pecan orchards. Increased sampling may provide a more complete
picture of a colony’s diet. However, pecan nut casebearers and
hickory shuckworms are small moths that stay close to pecan or-
chards and exhibit sharp peaks of abundance. The Mexican free-
tails that dominate the houses forage in open areas and at high
altitudes, which may limit their ability to detect local peaks of in-
sect abundance within orchards.
Evening bats, however, tend to forage in clearings within

forests and may more frequently encounter insects that remain
below the canopy in orchards. Several other bat species common
to pecan orchards are also known to consume these pests. 
It is also possible that the mere presence of bats has a deterrent

effect. Research finds that many insects can detect bats’ echolo-
cation calls and may avoid areas where bats are hunting.
 Additional research should expand these results. 
In any event, documenting that bats are consuming these de-

structive insects should provide a strong incentive for pecan grow-
ers to welcome bats to their orchards.

VERONICA BROWN was a graduate student in the Ecology
and Evolutionary Biology Department at the University of Tennessee
in Knoxville, where she is now a research coordinator.

Veronica Brown uses sophisticated DNA analysis to identify in-
sects in bat guano.

COURTESY  OF  VERON ICA  BROWN



Bats around the world have been reviled and persecuted over the centuries
– and still are today – because of a legacy of harmful myths and misinfor-
mation. Rare exceptions are found in China and other parts of Asia, where
bats have a much gentler image and are considered harbingers of good for-
tune. In Western culture, however, legends, folktales, books and movies have
mostly described villainous, hateful creatures. But it was not always so.
Bats appear very near the birth of Western literature, in one of the oldest

and most important works of ancient Greece: The Odyssey, an eighth-cen-
tury B.C. epic poem usually (though probably erroneously) ascribed to
Homer. To describe the awesome nocturnal atmosphere of the underworld,
the author compares the souls of the dead gathering together to bats flying
in a dark cave.
“As bats fly squealing in the hollow of some great cave, when one of

them has fallen out of the
cluster in which they
hang, even so did the
ghosts whine and squeal
as Mercury the healer of
sorrow led them down
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Dante, in Divine Comedy from the 14th century,
depicts the devil (top) as a gigantic bat. This il-
lustration by P.G. Doré is from 1857. 

(Right) Naturalists of the Middle Ages often took
a rather fanciful view of the diversity of bats.

by Chiara O. Tommasi Moreschini
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into the dark abode of death.”
The passage relates to the idea that bats supported the souls

living in the netherworld and that the souls detached from the
body in the form of bats. During the Greco-Roman Age of An-
tiquity, the desire of the soul to be freed from earthly chains was
expressed by the metaphor of winged animals: birds, butterflies
and sometimes bats.
Generally speaking, Greco-Roman writers display a neutral

– if not positive – attitude toward bats.
These classical authors might well have been dealing with

the widespread European species now known as the brown big-
eared bat (Plecotus auritus). But writers of the time also mention
an alopex dermopteros or a nyktalopex, which translates as a “fox
with skinny wings” or “nocturnal fox,” suggesting perhaps a fly-
ing fox of the genus Pteropus. 
Writers interested in science were almost certainly drawn to

bats because of what must have seemed a remarkably ambiguous

taxonomy: mammals that looked and acted like birds. Many
sources listed them as birds, while some considered them rodents.
This apparently dual nature is emphasized in tales such as this

one ascribed to Aesop (sixth century B.C.): A bat falls to the
ground and is caught twice by a weasel, predator of both mice
and birds. The bat manages to escape with its life by claiming first
to be a mouse, then a bird. There is also a famous riddle in Plato’s
Republic (fourth century B.C.): a man who is not a man (a eu-
nuch) throws a stone that is not a stone (pumice) at a bird that is
not a bird (a bat) sitting on a tree that is not a tree (a reed). 
Bats’ nocturnal habits are among their most striking features,

leading some authors, including the playwright Sophocles, to
declare that they cannot tolerate sunlight. In Greek, the word
for bat is nykteris, which is related to “night,” while in Latin, it
is vespertilio, derived from “twilight.”
This is spelled out in one of the most beautiful accounts of

bats in Latin literature, that of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, composed

This image of two bats, including the nursing mother with twins at the top, was published
in the 18th century.  



between the years 2 and 8 A.D. The poem explains the origin
of bats as punishment meted out to the daughters of Greek King
Minyas for neglecting Dionysius’ rites:  
“Now the day was past, and the time had come when you

could not say that it was light or darkness, but a borderland of
light and uncertain night. Suddenly the ceiling shook, the oil
lamps seemed to brighten, and the house to shine with glowing
fires and fill with the howling of fierce creatures’ deceptive phan-
toms. Quickly the sisters hide in the smoke-filled house and in
various places shun the flames and light. While they seek the
shadows, a thin membrane stretches over their slender limbs,
and delicate wings enfold their arms. 
“The darkness prevents them knowing how they have lost

their former shape. They do not rise on soft plumage, but lift
themselves on semitransparent wings and, trying to speak, emit
the tiniest squeak, as befits their bodies, and tell their grief in
faint shrieks. They frequent rafters, rather than woods, and, hat-
ing the light, they fly at night, and derive their name, ‘vesper-
tiliones,’ from ‘vesper’, the evening.”
Many Greco-Roman authors, including such towering fig-

ures as Aristotle in fourth-century B.C. Greece and Pliny the
Elder of first-century A.D. Rome, provided rather detailed de-
scriptions of bats. These writers variously noted that at least
some have cartilaginous wings, pig-like snouts, big ears and no
tail, and they cling to walls in clusters. Some naturalists declare
that bats are the only birds that possess teeth and that they fight
against storks.
A range of superstitious practices are also noted: bat blood

is said to be an antidote for snake bites, bat hearts are supposed
to repel ants, and bats or bat organs are listed, sometimes in
combination with plants, as powerful remedies against a range
of illnesses. 
The fact that bats give birth to live young (known as “vi-

viparity”) was often reported. In the first century A.D., the nat-
uralist Pliny the Elder wrote, “Among the winged animals, the
only one that is viviparous is the bat; it is the only one, too, that
has wings formed of a membrane. This is, also, the only winged
creature that feeds its young with milk from the breast.”
Artemidorus proclaimed in the second century A.D. that

dreaming about a bat foretells a lucky pregnancy because bat
mothers take special care of their newborns.  
Bats’ communal behavior was noted, especially by Basil of

Caesarea (fourth century A.D.). In recounting the creation, this
influential “Father” of the Christian church, wrote: “How is it
that one animal, the bat, is at the same time quadruped and
fowl? … That it is viviparous like quadrupeds, and traverses the
air, raising itself not upon wings but upon a kind of membrane?
What natural love bats have for each other! How they interlace
like a chain and hang the one upon the other!”
But Basil seems an exception among the Church Fathers,

who frequently described bats as vile and repellent creatures.
With their dark color, membrane wings and nocturnal habits,
bats seemed devilish beasts linked to blind moles and creatures
of darkness. Their ambiguous taxonomy was unsettling.The
Bible makes a few references that seem to list bats as impure,
and Isaiah 2:20 states (English Standard Version): “In that day
mankind will cast away their idols of silver and their idols of
gold, which they made for themselves to worship, to the moles

and to the bats.” This passage likely refers to Babylonian idols
in the shape of bats. The Talmud likewise presents bats as neg-
ative animals. 
Fathers of the Church, including Eusebius of Caesarea, Am-

brose of Milan, Jerome and others of the fourth and fifth cen-
turies A.D., took up this view, regarding bats as symbols of the
blindness of heresy or the darkness of evil. The transformation
of bats into wicked creatures was completed in the Middle Ages,
which began in the fifth century, as demonstrated in religious
writings and artwork of the time and in the diabolical sculpted
bats of Gothic cathedrals. The most striking example of this me-
dieval attitude is probably found in Dante’s Divine Comedy,
where the Devil himself, “emperor of the kingdom dolorous,”
is depicted as a gigantic bat with three faces.
The famous art historian Jurgis Baltrusaitis of Lithuania ar-

gued that the iconography of demon bats was transplanted into
Western culture from East Asia. That view has been challenged
in recent years, however, because of literary sources such as those
cited here – and, of course, the positive images of bats in China.
The West seems to have forged its own concept of evil bats.

And now we must continue our efforts to replace that harmful
concept with a new, more accurate and positive image of these
gentle and invaluable creatures.

CHIARA O. TOMMASI MORESCHINI is an Assistant Professor
of Latin Literature at the Department of Classical Philology, Uni-
versity of Pisa, in Tuscany, Italy. She is a member of Bat Conserva-
tion International.
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Early literary mentions of bats might refer to what is now a wide-
spread European species, the brown big-eared bat, shown in this
modern photo. 
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BATTLING MYTHS

to conserve 
the bats of Ghana
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The Wli Waterfalls cascade dramatically from a height of more
than 200 feet (60 meters) into a scenic pool in the Agumatsa
Wildlife Sanctuary in eastern Ghana. The falls are believed to
be the highest in West Africa and are one of the top tourist
draws in the region. The cliffs alongside the falls are home to
several thousand straw-colored fruit bats (Eidolon helvum) –
large and ecologically vital animals that also captivate tourists.
But these and other bats of Ghana are continually losing

their habitat to expanding agriculture and their lives to increas-
ing numbers of bushmeat hunters. Such threats stem largely
from an almost-total lack of accurate knowledge about bats and
the economic benefits they provide the roughly 3,000 residents
of the Wli Traditional Area.
My colleagues and I, members of the Ghana Wildlife Soci-

ety, used a BCI Global Grassroots Conservation Fund grant to
begin educating the local residents, whose support is essential
to bat conservation in Ghana. 
Our first step was to collect data on local knowledge and at-

titudes about bats. We surveyed 130 community members, al-
most two-thirds of them farmers, and confirmed that we had a
great deal of work to do. We found essentially no traditional be-
liefs or values that encourage protection of these bats and their
habitat.

Eighty-three percent felt that bats are primarily a good
source of food and medicine; only 58 percent knew they are
mammals, while 30 percent thought bats are really birds; and
just 16 percent thought that bats help regenerate forests and
control disease by consuming insects.

The straw-colored fruit bat (above) is a vital seed disperser for
lumber-producing trees in Ghana.  Many of these bats roost near
the famous Wli Waterfall, where they face frequent threats.

©MERL IN  D .  TUTTLE ,  BC I  /  0 003310
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BATTLING MYTHS

to conserve 
the bats of Ghana

by Reuben Ottou



A surprising 21 percent in our survey were convinced that
bats defecate through their mouths. This was probably due to
the fact that fruit bats crush fruit so they can eat only the juice
and pulp, while they spit out the fibers, seeds and rinds. Plus,
people see the fibers and seeds under the trees on which bats
hang upside down.
Protecting these bats, especially from indiscriminate hunting,

clearly requires the commitment of those who live in and near
the sanctuary. But that support is unlikely without an awareness
of the benefits of bats and their economic payoffs for continued
tourism, healthy forests and sustainable timber production. 
We designed our educational outreach to counter the mis-

conceptions and demonstrate the value of the region’s bats, es-
pecially straw-colored fruit bats – impressive creatures with
wingspans of 30 inches (76 centimeters) or more. Research has
proven, for example, that these fruit bats are by far the most im-
portant seed dispersers for the economically vital Odum tree,
which is threatened in Ghana due to overharvesting. Its wood
is prized for furniture and construction, among other uses.
Straw-colored fruit bats are an important factor in the survival
of this important tree in the Agumatsa area.
Over several months, we conducted community meetings

at two Wli villages – Afegame and Agorviefe – to educate resi-
dents about the benefits of their bats. We also conducted bat-
education programs at junior high schools. We used photos and
other visual aids to show the many valuable activities of Ghana’s
bats. During these activities, we challenged schoolchildren to
come up with messages for increasing awareness of bats and im-
proving their protection. A few of their suggestions are: 

Bats are not just fruit pests, they plant fruit trees;
When the last fruit bat dies the last fruit tree dies;
Protect bats for the benefit of man and the forest.

Subsequent surveys found significantly improved knowl-
edge, as 78 percent of those surveyed agreed bats are a source
of income, 89 percent agreed they were mammals, only 6 per-
cent thought they defecate through the mouth, and a very en-
couraging 72 percent now know they help control insects and
regenerate forests.

The positive results were much more striking among chil-
dren than adults, a testament to the difficulty of changing long-
held perceptions of adults.
We also trained two community members in basic bat-sur-

veying techniques, including mist-netting. They are currently
working as paid assistants for a researcher who is collecting data
on bats in the sanctuary, and demonstrating with their pay-
checks a modest economic impact of the bats. The two are also
among area youths who work as guides at the Wli Waterfalls,
and now they provide information about the bats and their im-
portance to local communities in their spiel for visitors.
Our first foray into bat education in the Wli Traditional Area

generated considerable interest among these communities. A
number of residents, especially teachers, are now requesting fac-
tual educational materials on bats to help sustain this awareness
we helped to create. One goal of our program for the region is
to develop and distribute locally relevant resources such as
posters that illustrate key ecological benefits of fruit bats and
brochures highlighting myths and facts about bats. We would
also like to erect an educational exhibit on fruit bats at the
 Agumatsa Wildlife Sanctuary’s visitor center.
Eventually, we foresee annual bat-awareness programs at

schools throughout the region that work with our educational
materials and feature student competitions for artwork and
 poetry that celebrate bats.  
And to encourage sustainable bat conservation in the region,

we envision workshops that introduce select college students to
field-study techniques that could create and sustain an interest in
bat research. Our proposed study sites are in areas with both large
bat colonies and commercial mining sites, and we are seeking
funding from Ghana’s mining sector and other potential donors.
The challenges in conserving these straw-colored fruit bats

and the other bats of Ghana are daunting, but our initial expe-
rience in the Wli Traditional Area is extremely encouraging.
People will protect these animals when they realize how impor-
tant bats really are to their own well-being.

REUBEN OTTOU is Project Officer for the Community-based
Natural Resource Project - Afadjato of the Ghana Wildlife Society,
a nonprofit conservation organization based in Accra, Ghana.
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Reuben Ottou of the Ghana Wildlife Society taught children at schools near the Wli Waterfalls about the
 importance of protecting the bats in their region (left) and also trained two local guides in basic bat-monitoring
techniques (right) as part of a continuing program to protect straw-colored fruit bats.
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SANCTUARIES IN DWINDLING
RAINFORESTS
Proving the bat-conservation
value of forest fragments

SANCTUARIES IN DWINDLING
RAINFORESTS
Proving the bat-conservation
value of forest fragments

by Matthew Struebig

he rainforests of the Malay Peninsula are said to be the oldest
in the world. Spared by Ice Age glaciers, these forests have been
in place for perhaps 130 million years. And they host a remark-
able diversity of animals and plants. Flying mostly unnoticed
among the tigers, monkeys and Asian elephants that attract con-
servation headlines are at least 120 species of bats – more than
a quarter of them on the IUCN’s Red List of threatened species,
mostly because they are losing habitat in the ancient forests.
Malaysia clearly is a critical target for bat conservation.
Tropical forests are disappearing worldwide at an alarming

rate as they are cleared for timber, agriculture, ranches and
towns. Southeast Asia is no exception. Great expanses of the re-
gion’s rainforest have given way in recent years to timber, rubber
and oil-palm plantations that have fueled rapid economic de-
velopment. Malaysia and Indonesia supply more than 80 per-
cent of the world’s palm oil.
Bats and other wildlife increasingly must survive in modified

landscapes, often depending on scattered, isolated fragments of
undisturbed forest. Their success can depend on our understand-
ing of the size, conditions and connections they require in these
sanctuaries – and on our willingness to use that knowledge.
The good news is that responsible companies and govern-

ment agencies are very much aware that the adverse environ-

mental impacts of their activities can come at a price in unwel-
come public attention and in reduced sales. A number of oil-
palm producers are learning this lesson and making active
commitments to minimize damage.

Volunteer Leesim Lim (top) releases a bat after taking a wing-tis-
sue sample for genetic analysis. This intermediate horseshoe bat
(Rhinolophus affinis) was among bats encountered in the research.
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At Batu Sawar, a forest fragment surrounds a water tower that supplies about 20 settlements
within an oil-palm plantation (top).  Another fragment survives alongside a large area forest that
was cleared for commercial production. Such fragments are vital for many bat species.

One way agricultural interests can limit their impact on bio-
diversity is to retain forest fragments and to connect them by
preserving wooded corridors in and around the plantations. Un-
fortunately, while this subject has been studied in considerable
depth in the New World tropics, we know very little about the
biodiversity responses to rainforest fragmentation in Southeast
Asia.
To begin filling that information gap, I studied how insect-

eating bats utilize forest fragments in Malaysia and the potential
impacts on bat communities. As part of my postgraduate work
at Queen Mary University of London, and with support from
a Bat Conservation International Student Research Scholarship,
I wanted to characterize how bat communities and populations
were affected by the size and isolation of these fragmented habi-
tats. My goal was to inform management decisions concerning
the fate of forest remnants in oil-palm plantations.
After 18 months of fieldwork and a Ph.D. thesis, I have

achieved this goal.
I focused on a 1.4 million-acre (560,000-hectare) landscape

of forest and rubber and oil-palm plantations that surround the
protected Krau Wildlife Reserve in central Pahang on the Malay
Peninsula.
This reserve has what is probably the best-known bat fauna

in the Old World tropics. Its Kuala Lompat Research Station,
for example, supports the greatest diversity of insect-eating bats
of any single site in the world – more than 50 confirmed species
known within just 1.1 square miles (3 square kilometers).

The Krau Reserve is also the research site for the Malaysian
Bat Conservation Research Unit (MBCRU), which promotes
research and conservation of Malaysian bats. It is directed by
biologists Tigga Kingston of Texas Tech University, a member
of BCI’s Science Advisory Committee, and Zubaid Akbar of
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia.
In collaboration with bat geneticist Stephen Rossiter of

Queen Mary University, my study expanded the MBCRU's
conservation research efforts beyond the boundaries of the pro-
tected area. I visited 27 forest fragments, sampling bat diversity
using harp traps set across trails, streams and old logging skids.
Often, the hardest task was just reaching the scattered patches

of forest. Ten of the bulky traps, along with field equipment,
camping provisions and field assistants, had to be hauled atop a
four-wheel-drive vehicle. Access roads were frequently blocked,
washed away or simply nonexistent, so we covered many miles
on foot in the tropical heat. I was extremely fortunate to have the
help of field assistants from local villages, plus volunteers from
Malaysia, the United Kingdom, Ireland and Poland.
We captured a total of 2,857 bats representing 28 species of

insectivorous bats. These included rare species such as Peters’
trumpet-eared bat (Phoniscus jagorii) in medium-sized patches
surrounded by rubber plantations. The threatened bronze tube-
nosed bat (Murina aenea) was found at a single large fragment
of around 5,000 acres (2,000 hectares). But most fragment in-
habitants, however, were generalist cave-roosting species, espe-
cially Blyth’s horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus lepidus) and the fawn

PHOTOS  COURTESY  OF  MATTHEW STRUEB IG
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roundleaf bat (Hipposideros cervinus). 
Not surprisingly, we found overall that small fragments hosted

few bat species, while larger ones (of more than about 865 acres
[350 hectares]) supported bat assemblages that were very similar
in composition to those of the undisturbed forest of the reserve.
The fragments’ isolation from each other and from intact rain-
forest seemed to have little influence on species diversity.
Bat species that typically roost in foliage or tree cavities were

more heavily impacted by fragmentation than cave-roosting
species. This stands to reason, since small forest fragments are
known to lose their large trees, removing critical roosting op-
portunities for forest bats.
Species that roost in caves, on the other hand, were relatively

abundant in forest patches, probably because these bats often
commute to foraging habitats from distant roosts. By recapturing
banded bats, we confirmed that some cave-roosting bats com-
muted more than 6 miles (10 kilometers) between fragments.
One forest species that appears particularly susceptible to

the effects of forest fragmentation is the papillose woolly bat
(Kerivoula papillosa), which roosts in the hollows of standing
trees. These populations exhibited significant local declines
among fragments. On return to the United Kingdom, I con-
ducted genetic analyses of samples from 322 individuals to de-
termine any impacts of forest fragmentation on population
genetic structure. Populations from small fragments showed re-
duced levels of genetic diversity, suggesting potential inbreeding
effects from population fragmentation and/or that gene disper-
sal (through contact with other populations) was limited.  
We also discovered an intriguing “karst effect” while working

at Gunung Senyum, a small forest reserve on limestone karst
with ample caves. After several weeks of trapping, it became

clear that this large roosting resource was having a significant
influence on bat communities elsewhere in the landscape.
The dominant bat species at the Senyum caves gradually de-

clined in abundance as we moved away from the reserve. In their
place, forest-roosting species became more abundant, and over-
all diversity increased. 
This pattern was evident out to six miles (10 kilometers)

from the caves, suggesting that cave sites may help boost bat
levels in surrounding forest fragments. In other words, manag-
ing fragments in isolation may not be enough: losing a cave
complex, through mining activities for example, could result in
diminished diversity across the landscape. 
This research culminated in a set of recommendations to

help land managers conserve bat diversity in modified land-
scapes. These included a list of bat species that are especially
sensitive to the fragmentation process, along with evidence that
even relatively small and degraded forest patches can be useful
in conservation. Following my research, I served as an environ-
mental consultant in Indonesia and was able to propose guide-
lines, backed by solid, hard-earned data, for designing
landscapes that include bat conservation along with modifica-
tions for agriculture.
Working with industry and organizations such as BCI has

taught me that even basic information, if based on solid scientific
research, can make a real difference in winning land-use changes
that are critical to safeguarding biodiversity in the tropics.

MATTHEW STRUEBIG is a Leverhulme Trust Research Fellow
based at the Durrell Institute of Conservation and Ecology (DICE),
University of Kent and Queen Mary University of London in the
United Kingdom.

Arif and Jet (left), two villagers who helped with the research project in Kemasul Forest Re-
serve, prepare to release bats that were captured in the harp trap behind them. Getting a
load of harp traps into the field (right) can be a rugged undertaking, as researcher Matthew
Streubig learned when his vehicle became seriously stuck.
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Grim news
and glimmers of hope

Five new states and two more Canadian provinces joined the
grim list of those facing the devastation of White-nose Syn-

drome (WNS) this past spring. But even as those bleak reports
were arriving, bits of hopeful news were emerging from the re-
search front.
The latest victims are Indiana, Kentucky, Maine, North Car-

olina and Ohio in the United States and New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia in Canada. WNS, which has killed well over a mil-
lion bats in North America since 2006, is now confirmed in 17
states and 4 provinces. 
Two additional states – Missouri and Oklahoma – were con-

firmed in 2010 with the Geomyces destructans fungus that is the
probable cause of White-nose Syndrome.
Both those states, however, report that examinations this year

of the initial hibernation sites and the surrounding areas revealed
neither the disease nor the fungus. Scientists are trying to deter-
mine what that non-discovery might mean. The new reports
came during the Annual White-nose Syndrome Symposium in
Little Rock, Arkansas, in May, which BCI helped organize and
support.
Last year’s Oklahoma report was especially troubling, as it

was perched on the edge of the American West, which has so far
been spared the ravages of WNS. And the fungus was confirmed
for the first time on a uniquely western bat species – cave myotis
(Myotis velifer).
“Last year WNS seemed poised to jump the continental di-

vide into western states” said Mylea Bayless, who leads BCI’s
WNS response. “I hope this is a sign of delayed or diminished
virulence as the disease moves south and west. We still have so
much to learn about WNS transmission and epidemiology that
I don’t think we can breathe easy just yet.”
Among reports of research progress at the symposium, one of

the most hopeful emerged from site-by-site population surveys
from 2007 through 2011 in the northeastern states. Although
many hibernating colonies suffered declines of 50 percent to
more than 90 percent in the first two years after the arrival of
WNS, the diminished populations seem to have stabilized – at
least for now. The surveys offer tantalizing hints that survivors of
the initial infection may, in fact, survive, perhaps with the po-
tential to re-establish these battered populations.
Two researchers offer what could be a partial explanation.

These scientists confirm that at least some bats with WNS-rav-
aged wings (a common result of the disease) were recovering on
their own. 
Nathan Fuller of Boston University photographed and at-

tached identifying bands on little brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus)

with severe wing damage after hibernation. (Little browns are the
species that is most severely hammered by WNS.) Those that
were subsequently recaptured showed significant healing within
as little as two weeks. The results, he said, suggest that some bats
can heal from severe wing damage and thus may not experience
increased mortality during the active [summer foraging] season.”
Fuller is also studying whether WNS-related wing damage affects
reproductive success.
Chris Dobony, a wildlife biologist for the U.S. Army,  de-

scribed a colony of little brown myotis at the Fort Drum Military
Installation in northern New York that has been monitored by
Army biologists for years. When WNS hit, he said, “the colony
populations plummeted, along with the biologists’ optimism
about the colony’s survival.”
But over the next few years, Dobony said, “an interesting

thing happened. Individual bats that had been monitored for
years were not only healing from wing and other damage associ-
ated with WNS and surviving within the summer maternity sea-
son, but they were seen again the following spring and summer.”
Many questions remain about the long-term prospects for

these survivors, he said, but “right now it is a silver lining in the
dark cloud that is White-nose Syndrome.”
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service announced at the sympo-

sium that Congress has provided the agency $1.9 million, fol-
lowing on an appropriation of the same amount in 2010, to
support WNS research and prevention during the remainder of
this fiscal year.
Meanwhile, BCI is assisting The Nature Conservancy’s Ten-

nessee Chapter with an especially innovative concept – an arti-
ficial cave that, its proponents hope, could provide a WNS-free
sanctuary for hibernating bats and a test bed for potential treat-
ments.
Fungicides that can kill the WNS fungus have been tested and

are available, but using them in natural caves would be extremely
difficult given the complexity of most caves. Also, such treatments
are generally unacceptable because the chemicals would destroy
the diverse animals and other organisms that fill cave ecosystems.
An artificial cave, built underground near existing bat colonies,
would have no natural ecosystem and could be safely treated to
destroy spores of the fungus when no bats are present.
An initial design for a test cave that could house tens of thou-

sands of bats has been developed and is being reviewed, with the
goal of having this initial cave available for hibernating bats this
winter.
You can help BCI combat White-nose Syndrome and other

critical threats to bats. Visit www.batcon.org/wnsbats.
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An inspiration for a long struggle

When Frances Sauter discovered
bats and the tragedy of White-

nose Syndrome, she set out to learn the
facts – and then to do something about
it. Along the way, she greatly impressed
the professionals with the depth and
insight of her questions. She also
proved a welcome inspiration for some
of those who struggle against the
daunting challenge of WNS every day.
Not bad for a 14-year-old ninth grader.
“To say it can sometimes be a per-

sonal challenge to remain positive
while working on WNS would be an
understatement. We often hear: ‘Is
there any good news?’” said Ann
Froschauer, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service’s National WNS Communica-
tions Leader. “But occasionally, some-
thing amazing happens and we are
reminded that there are a lot of people
who … really care about what we do.
Including at least one extremely bright
young woman who has not yet learned
to drive a car, had a full-time job or
even seen a bat in person.”
Frances, of Lynden, Washington, says she “was trying to

conjure up a topic for a research paper” when she happened
upon an article in National Geographicmagazine about the dev-
astating impact White-nose Syndrome has on bats.”
“My English assignment required me to ask the question:

‘So what?’ Before this assignment, I knew literally nothing about
bats. Now I know how important bats are to the ecosystem and
the economy,” she wrote in a blog that Froschauer invited her
to post on a federal website.
Frances contacted Froschauer for information, and was soon

exchanging emails with such WNS experts as microbiologist
David Blehert of the U.S. Geological Survey, Mylea Bayless,
who leads BCI’s WNS response, and wildlife biologist Ella
Rowan of the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife.

Froschauer, like others who have
encountered this young woman, noted
that her questions “were like a graduate
student’s inquiry. And not only did she
ask the really hard questions about
WNS, she wanted to do something
about it.”
And so she did. 
She wrote letters to a number of

publications describing the catastrophe
WNS is visiting upon bats and the eco-
logical and economic costs of losing
our bats. One of her letters – a call for
action by the public – was featured on
Capital Press, an agricultural-news
website that serves western states.
Frances recently qualified as a Bat

Ambassador after a training course
with Bats Northwest and hopes to give
bat presentations to the local Boys and
Girls Club, where she already volun-
teers. She’s also offering presentations
for the elementary school she attended
not too long ago.
“The more I read,” she wrote, “the

more I became convinced that WNS is
causing some major league problems for bats in North America.
But I am confident that if people are cognizant of WNS, they
will take the bull by the horns. Scientists can’t do it alone. They
need public support to make a difference. Bats need the help of
ordinary laymen like you and me.”
Frances Sauter has proven that, at least as far as bats are con-

cerned, she is anything but ordinary. For Rowan, Frances brings
“glimmers of positivity to what has been over five years of bad
news.”
The challenge is great. But, as Frances Sauter so ably demon-

strates, each of us can contribute to the search for solutions.
Make a difference.
To help BCI support WNS research and other critical threats

facing bats today, go to www.batcon.org/donate.

That old car that’s cluttering up your driveway can help bats. Just
donate it to Bat Conservation International, and we’ll haul it away from

anywhere in the United States, whether it runs or not. The same goes for
trucks, vans, motorcycles, boats and airplanes. BCI gets the proceeds to help protect

bats and their habitats.

Call us toll-free today, at 1-877-BATS-123. We’ll pick up your vehicle, and you’ll receive a receipt for
your tax-deductible donation – plus the satisfaction of helping to make a difference for bats.

Cars for Conservation
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ABCI-led study on curtailing wind turbines – temporarily
shutting them down during low-wind periods at night

– to reduce the bat fatalities at wind-energy facilities
was featured on the cover of Frontiers in
Ecology and the Environment, a
journal of the Ecological
Society of America. The
research demonstrated that
curtailment could reduce
bat kills by up to 93 percent
with minimal annual power
losses.
The study, conducted at the

Casselman Wind Power Project
in Pennsylvania, found that apply-
ing curtailment procedures to all
23 Casselman turbines during bats’
2½-month migration period would
reduce total electricity output by less
than one percent for the year. Lead au-
thor Ed Arnett, BCI's Director of Pro-
grams, discussed the study in a podcast
for the Ecological Society. It can be heard
at: www.frontiersinecology.org/beyond/
Arnett and Wind Energy Project Man-

ager Michael Schirmacher also represented

BCI in Trondheim, Norway, at the first international
conference on wind energy and wildlife. The session
dramatically illustrated the worldwide impacts of ac-
celerating wind-energy development on wildlife of
many kinds. More than 300 participants from 30
countries shared their research and experience in
managing this alternative energy source.

Arnett served on the science program com-
mittee and was part of an expert panel on chal-
lenges and solutions. Schirmacher presented
a poster on research using acoustic deterrents
to reduce bat kills at turbines. The deter-
rents broadcast ultrasonic noise that is de-
signed to interfere with bats’ echolocation
system to such an extent that they steer
clear of the turbines. 

The study found that using deter-
rents reduced bat fatalities by 18 to
62 percent. That is significantly less
than the reductions from curtail-
ment, however, which suggests
that this technology is not yet
ready for wide-scale deployment.

Researchers continue modifying and testing
devices in hopes of developing a bat-saving system

for widespread use.
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Protecting bats from wind turbines

Biology Professor Thomas Kunz, one of the world’s top bat scientists,

a BCI Science Advisor and valued partner for many years, is receiving

Boston University’s highest faculty honor. University President Robert

A. Brown named Kunz, now in his 40th year at BU, as a William

 Fairfield Warren Distinguished Professor. This, Brown said, “is a won-

derful recognition of his career at Boston University and the national

and  international recognition of his research.”

A top honor for Tom Kunz

Join BCI on an African Wildlife Safari
Witness the mass migration of nearly 8 million straw-colored fruit bats!

© ED  ARNETT ,  BC I  /  0 047576

Executive Director Nina Fascione will lead a 12-day African
ecotour that begins November 5 in Johannesburg, then
travels into Zambia and Botswana. There are only three

spots left for this unforgettable BCI adventure, so sign
up now! For details, visit batcon.org/safari or call JoAnn
Kennedy at 512-327-9721, ext 14.
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When BCI Member MacKenzie
Krason celebrated her 13th

birthday in March, bats got the gifts.
MacKenzie invited her friends for a
party but asked that, instead of
presents, they bring donations to
help BCI combat White-nose Syn-
drome. “We had handouts to edu-
cate the children about bats. We
played bat games and did bat
origami, says her mom, Jean
Krason. “The party was a won-
derful success and MacKenzie

raised $337 for BCI.”

Share a snapshot of your bat activities with
fellow members: Email it to pub@batcon.org or

mail it to Snapshot, Bat Conservation International,
PO Box 162603, Austin, TX 78716.

BCI Member Snapshot 

WISH LISTThe

Your help with any of these special needs will directly improve
BCI’s ability to protect bats and bat habitats. To contribute or for
more information, contact BCI’s Department of Develop ment at
(512) 327-9721 or development@batcon.org.

Water Needs of Thirsty Bats
Biologist Rick Adams of Northern Colorado Uni-

versity demonstrated that female bats that are preg-
nant or nursing need 13 times more water than
males or non-reproductive females. His pioneering
research suggests that climate change could have
drastic consequences for the reproductive success
of bat populations in the Rocky Mountain states
(“The Threat of Climate Change,” Spring 2009
BATS). To help guide conservation efforts, Adams is
studying just how much water is needed to maintain
these populations. BCI’s Water for Wildlife program
is working with Adams on parts of the research ef-
fort. The study requires two special bat detectors:
Wildlife Acoustics SM2 Song Meters for long-term
monitoring in the Colorado mountains. The units
cost $999 each.

Mobilizing Women in Kenya
Many women and young people are intensely

concerned about environmental issues at the se-
verely threatened Kakamega Forest preserve of
western Kenya. But they are mostly powerless to act
on those concerns. Community leader Oscar Mm-
bali, working with Kenya Wildlife, churches, schools,
a radio station and others, hopes to incorporate bat
awareness and conservation into efforts to em-
power women and youth in this impoverished, rural
region. He envisions training bat-conservation edu-
cators to provide seminars, public-education cam-
paigns and media outreach. His goal is a coalition
of formal and informal groups built around a Com-
munity Bat Research and Care Center to promote
and lobby for bat conservation in the rainforest.
Mmbali seeks a Global Grassroots Conservation
grant of $3,750 to help fund this ambitious project.

Maintaining Momentum
Conservationists, scientists and wildlife man-

agers emerge from BCI’s Latin America field-train-
ing workshops with new skills and a vibrant
commitment to bat conservation. Graduates of ses-
sions in Mexico, Paraguay and Nicaragua have
launched a variety of pioneering projects, many of
which are likely to become long-term conservation
programs and self-sustaining organizations. These
efforts range from studying bats on coffee planta-
tions in Nicaragua and genetic research in
Guatemala to brand-new bat NGOs in Guatemala
and Honduras. We need $12,500 to keep these ef-
forts moving forward.

Forest Service awards
Bat Conservation International and several staff members received

awards from the U.S. Forest Service Wings Across the Americas
program for outstanding achievements in conservation.
Christa Weise, Coordinator of BCI’s Bats of Latin America and

the Caribbean Program, received a 2011 Wings Across the Americas
Award in education and
research for her leadership
of bat-conservation work-
shops in Latin America.
BCI was also honored
with an award (accepted
by Executive Director
Nina Fascione), as was
longtime BCI contract-bi-
ologist Janet Tyburec, who
leads BCI’s workshops in
North America. BCI
Founder Merlin Tuttle re-
ceived a certificate of
recognition.
Dan Taylor, who leads

BCI’s Water for Wildlife
Program, received a Wings

Across the Americas Award for habitat management and wetland-
restoration efforts on the Lincoln National Forest in New Mexico.
Jason Corbett of the Western Subterranean Program received a cer-
tificate of recognition. 
The awards were presented at the 76th Annual North American

Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference in Kansas City, Missouri,
in March.

BCI Executive Director Nina Fascione
(right), BCI’s Christa Weise (center) and
Sybill Amelon of the U.S. Forest Service
received Wings Across the Americas
Awards.
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